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It’s great to see so many 
new faces and returning 
faces this year. Obedience 
classes are back in full swing 
and we hope that members are 
enjoying themselves with their 
dogs each week.  

Frankston Dog Obedience Club 
Affiliated with the Victorian Canine Association INC. A0024447E 
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Obedience 
news 

A warm welcome to all our 
newest members. We trust that 
you are enjoying your time at 
FDOC. If there is anything 
specific that you need help with, 
please chat to your friendly 
instructors. 
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New 
Members 

The flyball team has been racing 
and training hard as always over 
the summer, despite the weather 
gods doing their worst! Read all 
about what’s been going on and 
recent competition results. 
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A big welcome back to everyone for 2018. Hope you all had 
a happy safe Christmas and new year.  

Not a great start to the year weather wise. A few very hot 
weeks to start with and the club does not train on the 
grounds when the weather is over 30 degrees.  

Our presentation evening held at the Frankston RSL for 
2017 was a big success and all had a good time. 
Congratulations to everyone that gained titles last year. A 
big thank you to all that helped organize the evening. 

This year the club has decided to only hold 2 Funday 
competitions due to dwindling numbers. So with our first 
one coming up on April 21st, please remember to get your 
entries in for a fun filled day.  

As you can see, stage two of the clubs renovations are 
moving along quickly, and in a few weeks will have brand 
new amenities, first day room and storage area. Thank you 
for your continued patience and assistance whilst the works 
are under way.   
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2018 Committee 
 

President – Kim Dearden 

Vice President – Lauren Dolley 

Treasurer – Janice James 

Secretary – Peter Gibson 

 

General Committee: 

Tasha Sharp 

Natasha Sleep 

Bob Mertens 

Rebecca Dearden 

Penny Roberts 

John Scott 

Charles Murton 

Fiona Ryan 

 

Presentation Evening 2017 held at the Frankston RSL 
was another fantastic night! 
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Two important events coming up for the club. 
Pet Expo flyball competition on the 28th April 
generously sponsored again this year buy Black 
Hawk. Lauren and her team are busy, currently 
organizing this event. 

Moorabbin dog Obedience Club have kindly 
agreed to host our agility trail on the 12th May 
again this year with much thanks. Penny and 
her agility committee are full steam ahead fine-
tuning this great event. 

Finally, if anyone would like to undertake the 
Obedience instructors course to become an 
instructor with your club and continue the 
success of the Frankston Dog Obedience Club, 
please speak to John Scott our new head 
instructor for more information. There is 
nothing more rewarding than helping guide 
members of Frankston and the surrounding 
communities to become responsible and happy 
dog owners. 

Let us all have a great year and happy training 
for 2018.  

Kim Dearden President 
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Core strength, balance, body awareness and 
endurance play a huge part in a flyball dog’s 

training. 

The flyball teams have been training and racing 
hard over the summer months. Though the 
weather has seen many training sessions 
cancelled we have managed to fit in a few 
sessions to continue working on our racing skills 
and dogs fitness. 

With the heat of the summer months, comes a 
great opportunity to work less on the dog’s 
cardio and more on their strength as most 
strength, balance and body awareness activities 
can be performed in the shade or even indoors.  

People often think that flyball is easy to train – 
after all the dogs just jump over a few jumps get 
a ball and come back. However the reality is that 
there is a lot of training that leads to this 
outcome to ensure that they dogs are strong and 
fit and thus unlikely to get injured in the process. 

Many of these activities can begin well before 
the dogs are old enough to start formal flyball 
training. In fact teaching a pup back end 
awareness and balance from a young age can be 
easier than teaching an older dog. To this effect 
we have a pre-flyball flatworks course that runs 
for puppies of any age focusing on these things. 
The introduction of this course has proven very 
valuable with the puppies coming along with 
their training very nicely! 

Our Australia Day comp this year was a huge 
hit with 22 teams attending from all over 
Victoria. We saw a fantastic morning of racing 
and then all joined together for a unprecedented 
social lunch, friendly game of cricket and fun 
handler games before it was decided that the 
humidity was just too high to continue racing 
the dogs for the afternoon. Despite the early 
finish the feedback was very positive with 
attending clubs loving the social nature of the 
comp. A big thank you to the organizing 
committee for their hard working getting the 
comp together and an extra special mention to 
Fiona and Marguerite who spend the morning 
over the hot BBQ cooking up lunch for 
everyone.  

Flyball News 
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Dates for your Diary 

2018 
 

24/3 – Kinston Pet Expo Flyball 
Comp 

 

21/4 – Club Competition 

 

12/5 – FDOC Open Jumping and 
Agility Trial 

 

8/9 – Club Competition 

 

28/9 – On The Fly Flyball 
Competition 

 

14/10 – FDOC Open Obedience and 
Rally-O Trial 

 

25/11 – FDOC Open Agility Games 
trial 

 

8/12 – Lasy day of training 

 

15/12 AGM and presentation 
evening 

 

2019 
 

19/1 – Working Bee and planning 
meeting 

 

26/1 – Australia Day Flyball 
Competition 

 

2/2 – Training Commences 

 

VALE Nova 
18.10.2002 – 24.01.2018 

 
Natasha Sleep 

Another new year brings with it many new faces. It is important 
to remember that all dogs learn at different rates the same 
training techniques may not work for all dogs so be patient with 
your dog and try not to compare your progress with others. It is 
also good to remember that everyone has different goals for their 
dog and reasons for being at FDOC. Some members only join us 
for a few months learning the secrets to success while others will 
be with us for their dogs lifetime and then some. 

 

Please remember to give other dogs plenty of space and never 
allow your dog to approach another dog without first checking 
with the owner that it is okay. Similarly please ensure kids are 
supervised and not approaching unknown dogs. 

 

A reminder for those that are interested in trialing their dogs that 
trial level classes run at 12:30 every Saturday.  

Obedience News 
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TS.CH, T. CH CLEMKIRK CUSTOM MADE  
Well what a way to finish the tracking year.  In 
October we went to Ballarat to the Ballaarat Dog 
Obedience Club Track and Search Trial and Lucy did 
her Track & Search Test 6 - (which is a night track), 
Lucy passed and gained her Track & Search Dog 
Excellent title (TSDX). Unfortunately we did not do 
any good at Bendigo but then we entered the last trail 
for the year being the German Shepherd Dog of 
Victoria trial held at KCC Park and surrounding area.  
Lucy passed Track & Search test 7 and we were offered 
a Track on to do Test 8 in that night. Lucy also passed 
her Test 8 and now has gained her Track & Search Dog 
Champion title (TS CH). Thank you to everyone who 
has helped me especially the Tracking trainers and also 
to Melissa Ferabend who helped us with our night 
tracking. Next year we will continue with Track & 
Search as Lucy has only 2 more tracks to do to gain her Track & Search Grand Champion title. 

Fran Mills. 

RUBY 
 
Ruby has been a member of Frankston Obedience Club since 2011. 
Ruby is my first ever dog, I initially joined the club because I really 
didn’t know too much about how to train or socialise her. I met 
Diane Gnieslaw she encouraged me to try flyball after a bit of 
training Ruby finally starting competing in competitions and then 
permanently retiring in September 2017 she obtained her Masters 
Title. She wasn’t always the most reliable dog and would 
sometimes run off looking for food, or would be scared by another 
dog. Ruby has also done some training in Agility and Tracking too. 
Since retiring from Flyball Ruby visiting Mercy Place Nursing 
Home and Monash University as a Delta Therapy dog, which she 
loves. 

Christine Netterfield 

Successful Dogs 

If you would like your dog’s achievements featured in the FDOC newsletter please send a short article 
to flyball@fdoc.org.au 
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Welcome to our New Members 

1

Jill Chancellor   and Frankie   
Natalya, Neil, Jasmine & Ebony Bainbridge  and 
Whitney & Willow  
Sue & Kirsten Laimbeer  and Karma & Sam  
Nicole & James Chidlow  and Fjell & Flik  
Kim & Mark Bainbridge and Jaxon   
Mike & Tania Malyshev and Junior   
Leanne Mcsweeney and Neo   
Janine & Glenn Harding and Hurley   
Jeff & Kathy Munis and Astrid   
Lauren & Zach Monohan – Day and Strom & 
Casper  
Rod & Kay Pitt and Molly   
Nick & Kylie Lee and Gracie   
Goldie Maltar  and Max   
Jennifer & Graham Warren and Pippa   
Sureerat & Max Lane and Pando   
Emma & Travis Hickey and Wilson & Ned  
Sarah & Steve Hunter  and Gamble & Lincoln 
Marilyn Rodda and Buddy   
Michelle & Timothy Clayton and Fred  
Michael & Ainsley Gillzan and Cassie   
Jacky Ashley  and Monty   
Nicole Sim and Penny & Hugh  
Sharon & Ling and De Castro – Chua & Rocco 
Laura  Miotla  and Stella   
Tahlia  Cameron  and Bruno   
Dianne & Russell Wadsworth and Stanza   
Lynn Moore and Cassie   
Paul & Leona Slater and Chase   
Aleksandra, Jacob & Aneta Grzywinska and Misia 
Kara & Chris Fisher-Love  Wilson and Mack 
Hamish & Kara Mcgregor  Dunstan and Frankie 
Kathy & Rick Scott  and Pippa   
Marianne, Mallory, Mark & Cody and Holley, 
Dodge, Cadillac &Viper 
Melinda & Doug and Harvey & Obi 
Jadeah Dogias  and Bella   
Brooke Todd  and Loki   
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Justin & Fiona Honeywill  and Milky 
Jonathan Swain and Barney   
Natalia Mozhyn and Antey   
Jason Gibson and Willow   
Lee & Ellie Harris – Mcwaters and Bruce  
Demi  Fairchild  and Ruckus   
Harriet & Alex Clayton – Phelps and Toby 
Emily, Sita & Aaron Horne – Woods and 
Pikelet 
Jaye & Lance Wood and Dusty   
Rebecca & Nicholas Parsons – Dyer and Annie 
Kim & Mark Robinson  and Honey 
Judy & John Soerink – Henry and Scruff & 
Poppy  
Kyla & Joey Clark – Chin and Geronimo 
Andrew & Cassandra Calvert – Bird and 
Atticus   
Mat & Cherry Ann Conrad – Tambis and Boss 
Cara & Wesley Machugh – Newman and Ruby 
Monica Ceckiewicz and Kody   
Dayzee & Ben Goodall – Dow and Bailey 
Mike & Anissa Turner and Archie   
Paul & Lyn Doherty - Minter and Ned & 
Sophie  
Jenny & Peter Dalgleish and Rex   
Mark & Leonie Clark  and Oska   
Joyce Cocks and Millie   
Shannon Ferrif  and Buffy& Bronson  
Carlos & Alex Berciano – Barlow and Ari 
Jackie, Liam & Ben McDonald and Gillie  
Liz & Tom Thursfield and Sam   
Bernice Grant  and Charlie & Grant 
Jason & Tracey Baulk  and Shadow 
Kerri-Anne & Liam Spicer – Quinn And Calvin 
& Woody  
Mel & Chris Fathers and Shadow   
Jessica Pritchard and Dusty   
Blake & Maddie Mitchell and Martin & Bella
   

Every effort has been made to include all new members details 
correctly. My sincerest apologies if there are any errors or omissions. 
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When you really understand how learning works 
the world is a truly interesting place to observe. 
I’m not claiming to be an expert in the matter by 
any stretch of the imagination. I’m just a teacher 
with degrees in education and psychology where 
one of my majors happened to be around learning 
theory. 

To simplify learning to Operant and Classical 
Conditioning is really like comparing playing 
something by Beethoven to playing chopsticks but 
for a moment lets just look at these two 
mechanisms of learning. 

Classical conditioning involves involuntary 
responses – we’ve all heard of Pavlov’s dogs right? 

From the Editor… 

This year the gorgeous Joey has joined our ranks! He 
is a blue merle tri Border Collie and is just divine! 
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The classic experiment where Pavlov’s team paired ringing a bell with food until the dog was 
conditioned to salivate just at the sound of a bell? You see examples of this all around us in everyday 
life. From the day we start school we are classically conditioned to feel hungry at about 11am. Why? 
Because since the day we start prep at 11am we have a snack. So when we finish school 13 years later, 
even though we can eat whenever we like, at 11am (or whatever time recess was at any given school) 
we find ourselves reaching for food. Classical conditioning is really interesting when you get into the 
nitty gritty of it and it’s really useful in dog training. My oldest dog was terrified of wheels (bikes, 
scooters, shopping trolleys etc). Now this in and of itself is an interesting point of discussion – but 
perhaps we will cover puppy socialization another time. Suffice it to say she should have been exposed 
to way more when she was younger and I probably wouldn’t have had this issue to begin with. But I 
digress.  

6 years ago I found myself pregnant with a dog who hates wheels. As it stood she associated negative 
feelings (fear) with the wheels and what I needed to do was replace those negative feelings with positive 
ones. So out came the pram (well before baby was born). Slowly by paring the sight and sound of the 
wheels with positive emotions (by simultaneously providing happy things – attention, food and play in 
this case) I was able to convince my girl that wheels were great and nothing to fear because over time 
just the sight and sound of the wheels elicited these happy feeling that were initially a response to the 
attention, food and play. So from the day my son was born we have walked with the pram with a 
happy, tail wagging, confident dog right beside the wheels. 

Now operant conditioning is slightly more complex, but arguably our most useful tool in dog training. 
Remember I said that classical conditioning revolved around involuntary responses. Operant 
conditioning is our go to for voluntary behaviors. So we can classically condition a dog (or person) to 
perhaps feel an emotion or to elicit some sort of sympathetic nervous system response in response to a 
conditioned trigger, but we need to use operant condition to get them to perform a voluntary behaviour. 
We can’t for instance classically condition someone to stand on their head when they hear someone 
clap – but in theory we could get the behaviour using operant conditioning. Similarly, we use operant 
conditioning to teach most of our routine dog training commands – sit, drop, stand, come etc. 
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Tricks are really fun and a great way to exercise your dog’s brain. 5 minutes of brain work can often 
leave your dog more tired than a half hour walk. 

Trying teaching your dog to shake a paw. 

Step 1 – Get your dogs attention! It’s hard to do anything until you’ve got the hang of this! 

Step 2 – Encourage your dog to lift his paw. Often the movement of your hand towards theirs is 
enough, but if it isn’t try tickling the back of their elbow joint. They don’t have to touch your hand yet – 
any lift will suffice to start - as they get better, you can raise your expectations. 

Step 3 – Mark the behaviour. For quick results a clicker is ideal. If you don’t clicker train use a short 
verbal cue like ‘Yes’ to mark the exact moment the behaviour is performed. Timing is everything! 

Step 4 – Pay the dog! Reward with a high value food treat as soon after you have marked the behaviour 
as you can.  

Step 5 – Repeat! When you dog is consistently lifting it’s paw at the sight of your hand moving it give 
the trick a verbal command  

Train a Trick 

3

In very simple terms operant conditioning is about consequences. When something increases the 
likelihood that a behaviour will be repeated we call it reinforcement and when something decreases the 
likelihood that a behaviour will be repeated it’s referred to as punishment. In dog training we primarily 
use positive reinforcement – that is we give something good for behaviour we like so that it will be 
repeated. For example – when your dog sits and you give her a treat she is likely to repeat the 
behaviour. Operant conditioning is most often a trainer’s go to for teaching desired behaviours. But be 
careful because operant conditioning works to teach undesirable behaviours that we don’t mean to 
teach too. For example when your pup jumps up and you pat it you are reinforcing the jumping 
behaviour and the dog is likely to repeat the behaviour.   

Similarly if your dog barks or scratches at the door to come in and you open the door you are 
reinforcing that behaviour and increasing the likelihood of the behaviour being repeated. Id you let 
your dog pull you on the leash to get to something they want to sniff, they are rewarded for pulling. If 
you let your dog off the leash and then have to chase it to catch it you are playing a really fun game and 
the dog is likely to repeat the behaviour of running away from you. If you’re having problems with 
these behaviours, I encourage you to start looking at what your dog is learning from the way you both 
intentionally and unintentionally reinforce it’s behaviour. And if you’re stuck chat to the wonderful 
instructors at FDOC for some pointers on how you can use reinforcement to train behaviours you 
want, rather than behaviours you don’t want! 

Once last tip on operant conditioning - remember that reinforcement is your dog’s reason for 
performing a behaviour. Just because the dogs knows how to sit doesn’t mean you should throw the 
treats away and just expect them to perform the behaviour because they can. Once your dog is really 
good at something you can move to a variable ratio of reinforcement – which means that you still 
reinforce the behaviour – but it’s a bit like roulette for the dog – they don’t know which time the 
reinforcement is coming, but they will continue to preform the behaviour because they know the good 
stuff is coming sooner or later!  

Until next edition! 
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Diane Gnieslaw’s labrador Amber featured in the Herald Sun on Saturday 31st 
March along with some comments in the article about the breed from Diane. 

Get Tracking… 

Famous Face from FDOC 

In tracking news, for all those eagerly awaiting the start of our training season, 
our first official training session will begin on Saturday the 7th April. This will be 
held at Baxter Park, Moorooduc Road, Frankston South. The session will 
commence at 8am sharp. Remember to bring along some fresh treats to lay on 
your track as well as an end reward in a sealed container. A fixed collar and lead 
is appropriate for tracking for beginners. Please remember to pay your two 
dollars to Albert or John your instructors for the session and most importantly 
have fun with your dog. If you are new to tracking, please see Albert or John 
with your contact details so that you will receive relevant information about 
training sessions.  Hope to see you there.    


